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We characterise the pairs of commuting operators on Hilbert space for which the
domain 1=[(*1+*2 , *1*2): |*1 |1, |*2 |1] is a complete spectral set. We give
an application to the spectral NevanlinnaPick problem: we obtain a necessary
condition for the existence of an analytic 2_2 matrix function satisfying interpola-
tion conditions and bounds on eigenvalues.  1999 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
The Commutant Lifting Theorem [13] expresses a fundamental property of
pairs of commuting operators on Hilbert space. It states that a pair of com-
muting contractions can be lifted to a pair of commuting unitary operators
on a larger Hilbert space. The theorem provides a unified approach to a
range of classical results in function theory [6]: one applies it to pairs of
operators closely related to multiplication operators and deduces the exist-
ence of commuting unitaries, from which functions with desired properties
may be constructed.
Since the theory of commuting contractions constitutes a useful tool for
proving results about functions on discs and polydiscs it is promising to
approach function theory on other domains by studying classes of operators
associated with those domains. Here we use this principle to attack a problem
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of analytic interpolation from the disc to a subset 1 of C2, roughly speaking the
symmetrization of the bidisc. There is a natural way to associate a class of pairs
of commuting operators with 1 using von Neumann’s notion of spectral sets.
A subset 0 of C2 is a complete spectral set for a pair (T1 , T2) of commuting
operators on Hilbert space if, for every matricial polynomial f in two variables,
& f (T1 , T2)&sup
z # 0
& f (z)&.
One formulation of the Commutant Lifting Theorem is to state that the
closed bidisc is a complete spectral set for a given pair (T1 , T2) of commut-
ing operators if and only if 1&T 1*T1 and 1&T 2*T2 are positive. In this
paper we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition (the positivity of
certain polynomials in Tj and T j*) that the set
1 =def [(*1+*2 , *1*2): |*1 |1, |*2 |1] (0.1)
be a complete spectral set for the commuting pair (T1 , T2). We believe that
this type of result is of independent interest in operator theory, but we were
initially motivated by an interpolation problem which has attracted a lot of
attention over the past 15 years because of its relevance to H control
theory. The spectral NevanlinnaPick problem [3] is a test case for +-syn-
thesis [4] which arises in the control engineering problem of robustly
stabilizing an imperfectly known physical device. Although there are software
packages which attempt with some success to solve cases of this problem [8],
there is not yet a definitive theory. As a consequence of our characterization
we derive a new necessary condition for the case of 2_2 matrix functions
(see Theorem 5.3). A result we obtain along the way is an integral represen-
tation of doubly symmetric hereditary functions on the bidisc which are
positive on pairs of commuting contractions (Theorem 3.5).
We denote by D, clos D the open and closed unit discs in the complex
plane respectively. An operator will always be a bounded linear operator on
a complex Hilbert space. For Hilbert spaces H, K we denote by L(H, K)
the space of operators from H to K. We abbreviate L(H, H) to L(H). The
algebra of n_n complex matrices will be denoted by Mn(C) and the iden-
tity operator on Mn(C) by idn . The algebra of continuous complex-valued
functions on 1 which are analytic in the interior of 1 will be written A(1 ).
The distinguished boundary of 1 is defined to be the set
[(*1+*2 , *1*2): |*1 |=|*2 |=1]=[(2xei%2, ei%): % # R, x # [&1, 1]],
which is the S8 ilov boundary of A(1 ). A function f on 1 corresponds to the
symmetric function f b ? on (clos D)2, where ?(*1 , *2)=(*1+*2 , *1*2). The
unit circle will be written T: thus ?(T2) is the distinguished boundary of 1.
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1. COMMUTANT LIFTING FOR 1
We recall the Commutant Lifting Theorem in a formulation suitable for
generalization. There are four proofs of the theorem in [6].
Theorem 1.1. Let T1 , T2 be commuting operators on a Hilbert space H.
The following statements are equivalent:
(1) 1&T 1*T10 and 1&T 2*T20;
(2) for any matrix polynomial f in two variables,
& f (T1 , T2)& sup
z # D2
& f (z)&;
(3) there exist Hilbert spaces H& , H+ and commuting unitary operators
U1 , U2 on K =
def H& H+ such that Uj has block matrix form
V V V
Uj t_0 Tj V& , j=1, 2,0 0 V
with respect to the orthogonal decomposition K=H& HH+ .
Notes. Condition (1) is that T1 , T2 are contractions. We are emphasiz-
ing the fact that the condition can be expressed by polynomial inequalities
in Tj , T j*.
Another expression for (2) is: the bidisc is a complete spectral set for the
commuting pair (T1 , T2).
In (3), U1 and U2 are called commuting unitary dilations of T1 , T2 . With
a view to imminent generalization we observe that U1 , U2 are commuting
normal operators whose joint spectrum is contained in the distinguished
boundary of the closed bidisc. We now consider pairs (S, P) of commuting
operators (the letters are intended to suggest ‘‘sum’’ and ‘‘product’’com-
pare the definition of 1). We introduce the operator-valued function
\(S, P)=2(1&P*P)&S+S*P&S*+P*S.
We shall also need the set
10=?(D2)=[(*1+*2 , *1*2): *1 , *2 # D]/1,
the interior of 1. Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let (S, P) be a pair of commuting operators on a Hilbert
space H such that _(S, P)/1. The following statements are equivalent.
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(1) \(:S, :2P)0 for all : # D;
(2) for every matrix polynomial f in two variables
& f (S, P)&sup
z # 1
& f (z)&;
(3) there exist Hilbert spaces H& , H+ and commuting normal
operators S , P on K =def H& HH+ such that _(S , P ) is contained in the
distinguished boundary of 1 and S , P are expressible by operator matrices of
the form
V V V V V V
S t_0 S V& , P t_0 P V& (1.1)0 0 V 0 0 V
with respect to the orthogonal decomposition K=H& HH+ ;
(4) there exist Hilbert spaces H& , H+ and commuting unitary operators
U1 , U2 on K =
def H& HH+ such that
V V V V V V
U1+U2 t_0 S V& , U1U2 t_0 P V& (1.2)0 0 V 0 0 V
with respect to the orthogonal decomposition K=H& HH+ .
Proof. We shall show that (2) O (3) O (1) and (3)  (4). We defer the
implication (1) O (2) to a subsequent section.
Suppose that (2) holds. Define a unital representation % of the algebra P2
of polynomials in 2 variables by
%: P2  L(H): h [ h(S, P).
P2 is naturally embedded in the algebra A(1 ), and A(1 ) in turn is naturally
embedded in the C*-algebra C(T2) of continuous functions on the torus by
f # A(1 ) [ f b ? # C(T2).
The inequality (2) implies that % extends to a contractive representation 3
of C(T2) on H. Indeed, since (2) holds for matricial polynomials f, it
follows that idn % on Mn(C)A(1 ) with its natural operator norm is
contractive for every positive integer n. That is, %: A(1 )  L(H) is a com-
pletely contractive unital linear mapping. By Arveson’s Extension Theorem
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[2], % extends to a completely contractive unital linear mapping 3: C(T2)
 L(H). By Stinespring’s Theorem [14] there exists a Hilbert space
K#H and a unital representation 8: C(T2)  L(K) such that
3( f )=PH 8( f ) | H
for all f # C(T2), where PH : K  H is the orthogonal projection on H. In
particular, for f # A(1 ), we have
f (S, P)=%( f )=3( f b ?)=PH8( f b ?) | H. (1.3)
On taking fj (z)=zj , j=1, 2, the coordinate functions, we obtain
f1 b ?(*)=*1+*2 , f2 b ?(*)=*1 *2
and
S=f1(S, P)=%( f1)=PH 8(*1+*2) | H,
P=f2(S, P)=%( f2)=PH 8(*1*2) | H.
Let
S =8(*1+*2), P =8(*1*2) # L(K).
Then S , P are commuting normal operators on K and S, P are their com-
pressions to H. We may suppose that the smallest subspace of K which
contains H and reduces S and P is K. The joint spectrum of the pair of
elements (*1+*2 , *1*2) in C(T2) is the range of this pair of functions on
T2, hence is exactly the distinguished boundary of 1. On applying the
unital representation 8 we deduce that _(S , P ) is contained in the dis-
tinguished boundary of 1 (here we are using the simplest form of joint
spectrum: * # _(S , P ) if and only if *1&S , *2&P lie in a proper ideal of the
closed V -algebra generated by S , P ).
We shall now use a version of a lemma of Sarason [11] to show that S ,
P are expressible by operator matrices of the form (1.1). We shall construct
spaces H& /M/K which are invariant for both S and P and are such
that H=MH& . Define
H&=[x # K: f (S , P ) x=H for every polynomial f ].
Clearly H& is invariant for S and P , and H&=H. Let M=H& H. We
claim that M is also invariant for S and P . Consider any x # H; then
S x&PH S x # H& . For suppose f is a polynomial in two variables: then
PH[ f (S , P )(S x&PHS x)]=PH f (S , P ) S x&PH f (S , P ) PH S x
=f (S, P) Sx& f (S, P) Sx=0.
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Hence S x # H&+H=M. The same argument shows that P x # M, and
so M is invariant as claimed. With respect to the decomposition K=
H& HM=, S and P have the form (1.1). This completes the proof that
(2) O (3).
Now suppose (3). Since S , P are normal and commute, it follows from
Fuglede’s theorem [7] that S also commutes with P *. Thus S , P generate
a commutative C*-subalgebra A of L(K). The Gelfand representation
identifies A with C(_(S , P )), with S , P corresponding to the first and
second coordinate functions respectively. We wish to show that
\(:S , :2P )0 for all : # clos D. (1.4)
An operator in A is positive if and only if its Gelfand transform is a non-
negative function, and so it suffices to verify (1.4) pointwise on _(S , P ).
A typical point of _(S , P ) lies in the distinguished boundary of 1 and so
is of the form (2xei%2, ei%) for some % # R and x # [&1, 1]; thus it is enough
to show that
\(:2xei%2, :2ei%)0
whenever : # clos D, % # R, x # [&1, 1]. We can assume without loss that
%=0, and so (1.4) will follow provided that
2(1&|:|4)&2:x+2:2: x&2: x+2:: 2x0.
The left hand side is
2(1&|:|2)(1+|:|2&2x Re :)
which is clearly non-negative whenever x # [&1, 1] and |:|1. Thus (1.4)
holds, and so, on compressing to H, we have \(:S, :2P)0. Thus (3) O (1).
(4) O (3). This is immediate, since we may take S =U1+U2 , P =U1U2 .
Conversely, suppose (3) holds. By the spectral theorem for commuting
normal operators there exist a compact Hausdorff space 0, a spectral
measure E( } ) on 0 taking values in L(K) and continuous functions
v1 , v2 : 0  C such that the image of (v1 , v2) is _(S , P ) and
S =|
0
v1(x) E(dx), P =|
0
v2(x) E(dx).
Pick a measurable right inverse { of the restriction of ? to T2. Thus { maps
the distinguished boundary of 1 to T2. Let
(u1 , u2)={ b (v1 , v2): 0  T2.
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Then ? b (u1 , u2)=(v1 , v2), that is,
u1+u2=v1 , u1 u2=v2 .
Let
Uj=|
0
uj (x) E(dx), j=1, 2.
Since uj (0)/T, Uj is a unitary operator on K. We have
U1+U2=|
0
u1(x)+u2(x) E(dx)=|
0
v1(x) E(dx)=S ,
and similarly U1 U2=P . Hence (4) holds. Thus (3)  (4). K
2. THE SCALAR CASE AND SCHUR’S CRITERION
Even when the operators (S, P) are scalars there are subtleties in the
question of whether 1 is a spectral set for (S, P); it is closely related to a
result of Schur [12]. Given (s, p) # C2 one can determine by brute force
whether (s, p) # 1, since one can find * such that ?(*)=(s, p) by solving a
quadratic equation. However, we are interested in a polynomial charac-
terization of 1. Moreover, for the analogous problem in higher dimensions
one can no longer solve exactly for *.
Schur’s theorem is a standard tool in control engineering. A simple proof
may be found in [10]. It gives an effective test to ascertain whether the
zeros of a polynomial lie in the open disc. In particular, it tells us that the
zeros of the quadratic
*2&s*+ p=0
lie in D if and only if
_ 1&| p|
2
&s+s p
&s + p s
1&| p|2 &>0. (2.1)
That is to say, (s, p) lies in
10 =
def ?(D2)=[(*1+*2 , *1 *2): *1 , *2 # D]
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if and only if (2.1) holds. Since (s, p) # 1 if and only if (rs, r2p) # 10 for all
r # (0, 1), we can infer that (s, p) # 1 if and only if
_ 1&r
4 | p|2
&rs+r3s p
&rs +r3p s
1&r4 | p|2 &>0 (2.2)
for all r # (0, 1). (One should resist the temptation to believe that (s, p) # 1
if and only if (2.1) holds with > replaced by : consider the example
(s, p)=(52, 1)=(2+12, 2_12)  1.)
Lemma 2.1. 1 is polynomially convex.
Proof. Suppose (*1+*2 , *1 *2)  1, say |*1 |>1. We must find a poly-
nomial which separates this point from 1. Equivalently, we must find a
symmetric polynomial f (z1 , z2) such that | f |1 on the closed bidisc and
| f (*1 , *2)|>1. If |*2 |1 we may take f (z1 , z2)=z1z2 , while if |*2 |<1 we
may take f (z1 , z2)= 12(z
n
1+z
n
2) for sufficiently large n # N. K
Theorem 2.2. Let s, p # C. The following are equivalent:
(1) (s, p) # 1;
(2) 1 is a complete spectral set for the pair (s, p);
(3) \(:s, :2p)0 for all : # D.
Proof. Part (1) O (2) is immediate. That (2) O (1) is just the polyno-
mial convexity of 1, proved above. To prove (1) O (3) let (s, p) # 1 and
consider :=rei% # D. We have
\(:s, :2p)=[1 ei%] _ 1&r
4 | p|2
&rs+r3s p
&rs +r3p s
1&r4 | p|2 &_
1
e&i%& ,
and the latter quantity is positive by (2.2). Thus (1) O (3).
Conversely, suppose \(:s, :2p)0 for all : # D. Pick any r # (0, 1), and
suppose that r is not a solution of the equation
s2+4r2( | p|4&Re[s2p ])+3 | ps|2 r4&4 | p|4 r6=0. (2.3)
Consider the point (s0 , p0)=(rs, r2p). By hypothesis, for any % # R,
\(tei%s0 , t2e i2%p0)=\(tre i%s, t2r2ei2%p)0
whenever 0<t<1r. That is,
2(1&t4 | p0 | 2)&e&i%t(s 0&t2p 0s0)&ei%t(s0&t2s 0 p0)0
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for all t # (0, 1r). It follows that
|t(s 0&t2p 0s0)|1&t4 | p0 |2,
or equivalently,
t2[ |s0 |2&2t Re[s20 p 0]+t
4 | p0s0 |2]+2 | p0 |2 t4&| p0 | 4 t81 (2.4)
for 0<t<1r. The left hand side is a polynomial which does not have a
critical point at the point t=1: the condition that r is not a solution of
(2.3) ensures this. Since the left hand side of (2.4) has non-zero gradient at
t=1 and the inequality (2.4) holds in a neighborhood of t=1, it must hold
strictly at t=1. We therefore have
|s 0& p 0 s0 |<1&| p0 |2.
Now
_ab
b
a&>0  a>|b|.
Thus
_ 1&| p0 |
2
&s0+ p0s 0
&s 0+ p 0 s0
1&| p0 |2 &>0,
that is
_ 1&r
4 | p|2
&rs+r3s p
&rs +r3p s
1&r4 | p|2 &>0
for all r # (0, 1), except possibly for at most 3 values of r. By Schur’s
theorem, (rs, r2p) # 10 for all r # (0, 1) sufficiently close to 1, and hence
(s, p) # 1. Thus (3) O (1). K
3. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF HEREDITARY FUNCTIONS
In the study of contractive operators the polynomial 1&T*T (and in
particular, its positivity) plays an important role. For other classes of
operators one is led to other polynomials and in the proof of the Main
Theorem we shall make use of polynomials in pairs of commuting operators
T=(T1 , T2). Among all polynomials in T1 , T2 , T1* and T2*, those in which
all Ti* preceded all T j have a special property: if such a polynomial is
positive at some pair (T1 , T2) and if M is a joint invariant subspace for T1
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and T2 then the polynomial remains positive when T1 , T2 are replaced by
their restrictions T1 | M and T2 | M. For this reason such a function is
called a hereditary polynomial in T1 , T2 . Thus a hereditary polynomial is
a finite sum
h(T )=h(T1 , T2)= :
r, s, t, u
crstuT1*
r T2*
s T t1T
u
2 .
In fact we need a somewhat more general notion: we allow analytic func-
tions rather than polynomials and operator rather than scalar values.
Definition 3.1. Let 0 be a domain in C2 and let C be a Hilbert space.
A hereditary function on 0 with values in L(C) is an analytic function
h: 0_0  L(C).
The hereditary functional calculus [1] is an extension of the familiar func-
tional calculus for tuples of commuting operators [5]. If h is a hereditary
function which is polynomial, say
h(*, + )= :
:;#$
c:;#$ + :1+
;
2 *
#
1*
$
2 ,
where c:;#$ # L(C), and T=(T1 , T2) is a pair of commuting operators, we
define
h(T)= :
:;#$
c:;#$ T*
:
1 T*
;
2 T
#
1T
$
2 . (3.1)
Thus, if T1 , T2 act on a Hilbert space H then h(T) acts on the Hilbert
space CH. More generally, if h is an L(C)-valued hereditary function on
0 and T=(T1 , T2) is a pair of commuting operators whose joint spectrum
_(T )/0, then we shall make use of the operator h(T ) on CH. If 0 is
D2 then h is given by a locally uniformly convergent power series, and h(t)
can be defined by (3.1). For more general domains 0 doubtless a modifica-
tion of the standard functional calculus for several commuting operators
could be developed. For the present paper the cases 0=D2 and 0=10 are
all that is needed, and for 0=10 we shall only use hereditary polynomials.
Three key properties of the hereditary functional calculus are the following.
(1) If h is a hereditary L(C)-valued function on 0 and h6 is defined
on 0 by h6(*, + )=h(+, * )* for *, + # 0, then h6 is hereditary on 0 and,
for any commuting pair of operators T such that _(T )/0 we have
h(T )*=h6(T ).
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(2) If C, E are Hilbert spaces, h is an L(C)-valued hereditary func-
tion on 0, g: 0  L(E, C) is analytic and T is a commuting pair of
operators on H such that _(T )/0, then the L(E)-valued hereditary func-
tion g6 } h } g on 0, defined by
(g6 } h } g)(*, + )= g(+)* h(*, + ) g(*),
satisfies
(g6 } h } g)(T )= g(T)* h(T ) g(T) # L(EH).
(3) If (hn) is a sequence of hereditary L(C)-valued functions on 0
which converges uniformly in norm on compact subsets of 0_0 to a func-
tion h, then for any commuting pair T of operators such that _(T )/0,
hn(T)  h(T )
in the operator norm.
We shall say that a hereditary function h on the bidisc D2 is positive on
contractions if h(T)0 for every pair T of commuting contractions such
that _(T )/D2. The following is a special case of Theorem 2.6 of [1].
Theorem 3.2. Let h be an L(C)-valued hereditary function on D2. Then
h is positive on contractions if and only if there exist Hilbert spaces C1 , C2
and analytic functions
fj : D2  L(C, Cj), j=1, 2,
such that, for all *, + # D2,
h(*, + )=(1&+ 1 *1) f1(+)* f1(*)+(1&+ 2*2) f2(+)* f2(*). (3.2)
We are concerned with functions on 1, or equivalently with symmetric
functions on D2, and so we need to study symmetry properties of hereditary
functions. Let superscript _ denote transposition: if *=(*1 , *2) then *_=
(*2 , *1). We say that a hereditary function on D2 is weakly symmetric if
h(*_, + _)=h(*, + ) for all *, + # D2. We say that h is doubly symmetric if
h(*_, + )=h(*, + )=h(*, + _)
for all *, + # D2.
The goal in this section is to prove an integral representation formula for
doubly symmetric hereditary functions which are positive on contractions.
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Lemma 3.3. Let h be a weakly symmetric L(C)-valued hereditary func-
tion on D2. Then h is positive on contractions if and only if there exist a
Hilbert space E and an analytic function F: D2  L(C, E) such that
h(*, + )=(1&+ 1 *1) F(+)* F(*)+(1&+ 2*2) F(+_)* F(*_) (3.3)
for all *, + # D2.
Proof. Choose C1 , C2 , f1 and f2 so that Eq. (3.2) above holds. Since h
is weakly symmetric we have, for any *, + # D2,
h(*, + )= 12[h(*, + )+h(*
_, + _)]
= 12[(1&+ 1*1) f1(+)* f1(*)+(1&+ 2 *2) f2(+)* f2(*)
+(1&+ 2*2) f1(+_)* f1(*_)+(1&+ 1 *1) f2(+_)* f2(*_)]
=(1&+ 1*1) 12[ f1(+)* f2(+
_)*] _ f1(*)f2(*_)&
+(1&+ 2*2) 12[ f1(+
_)* f2(+)*] _f1(*
_)
f2(*) &
=(1&+ 1*1) F(+)* F(*)+(1&+ 2 *2) F(+_)* F(*_),
where
F(*)=
1
- 2 _
f1(*)
f2(*_)& .
We may thus take E to be C1 C2 . K
Lemma 3.4. Let h be an L(C)-valued hereditary function on D2. Then h
is doubly symmetric and positive on contractions if and only if there exist a
Hilbert space E, an analytic function F: D2  L(C, E) and a unitary operator
L on E such that
L(F(*)&F(*_))=*1F(*)&*2 F(*_) (3.4)
for all * # D2, and h is given by (3.3).
Proof. Suppose h is doubly symmetric and positive on contractions.
Then h is weakly symmetric, and so we may choose E and F as in
Lemma 3.3. For any *, + # D2 we have h(*, + )=h(*_, + ), and so
(1&+ 1*1) F(+)* F(*)+(1&+ 2*2) F(+_)* F(*_)
=(1&+ 1*2) F(+)* F(*_)+(1&+ 2*1) F(+_)* F(*).
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Multiplying out and re-arranging we find
F(+)* F(*)+F(+_)* F(*_)&F(+)* F(*_)&F(+_)* F(*)
=+ 1*1 F(+)* F(*)++ 2 *2 F(+_)* F(*_)
&+ 1*2F(+)* F(*_)&+ 2*1F(+_)* F(*).
Both sides factorize to give
(F(+)&F(+_))* (F(*)&F(*_))
=(+1F(+)&+2 F(+_))* (*1F(*)&*2 F(*_)).
Thus, for any x, y # C we have
( (F(*)&F(*_)) x, (F(+)&F(+_)) y)E
=( (*1 F(*)&*2F(*_)) x, (+1F(+)&+2 F(+_)) y) E .
It follows that there is an isometry L0 on the closed linear span M of the
set
[(F(*)&F(*_)) x: * # D2, x # C]/E
into E such that
L0(F(*)&F(*_)) x=(*1F(*)&*2F(*_)) x
for all * # D2, x # C. We can assume that M and L0M have infinite
codimension in E: if necessary, replace E by El2 and F by [ F0 ]. We may
therefore extend L0 to a unitary operator L on E; by choice of L the
Eq. (3.4) is satisfied.
Conversely, suppose there is a representation (3.3) of h and a unitary
operator L satisfying (3.4). By simply reversing the steps of the above
algebraic computation we obtain the equation h(*, + )=h(*_, + ) for any
*, + # D2, and it follows that h is doubly symmetric. K
The foregoing lemma enables us to write down certain ‘‘atomic’’ doubly
symmetric hereditary functions which are positive on contractions. Suppose
the space E in the Lemma is C. Then L, being unitary on C, is multiplica-
tion by some : # T. Equation (3.4) becomes, for * # D2,
:(F(*)&F(*_))=*1F(*)&*2 F(*_)
whence
(*1&:) F(*)=(*2&:) F(*_).
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Thus the function * [ (*1&:) F(*) is symmetric; let us denote it by
(*1&:)(*2&:) G(*). Then G: D2  L(C, C) is analytic and symmetric (i.e.
G(*_)=G(*)), and
F(*)=(*2&:) G(*), F(*_)=(*1&:) G(*).
By (3.3), for *, + # D2,
h(*, + )=(1&+ 1 *1) F(+)* F(*)+(1&+ 2*2) F(+_)* F(*_)
=[(1&+ 1*1)(+ 2&: )(*2&:)+(1&+ 2*2)(+ 1&: )(*1&:)]
_G(+)* G(*).
The term in square brackets is a doubly symmetric hereditary polynomial.
By virtue of symmetry it can be expressed as a polynomial in ?(*) and
?(+ ); we shall denote it by &:(?(*), ?(+ )). On multiplying out and simplify-
ing we find that
&:(x, y)=2(1& y2x2)+:( y2x1& y1)+: ( y1 x2&x1). (3.5)
We have shown that any doubly symmetric hereditary function which is
positive on contractions and has one-dimensional ‘‘E’’ is congruent to
&:(?(*), ?(+ )) for some : # T. The &: will form the building blocks for our
integral representation theorem.
Notes. (1) We could use the single polynomial &1 , since
&:(?(*), ?(+ ))=&1(?(: *), ?(:+ )).
However, it seems a little clearer to use &: .
(2) If X=(S, P) is a commuting pair then the hereditary functional
calculus gives, for : # T,
&:(X)=2(1&P*P)+:(P*S&S*)+: (S*P&S)
=\(: S, : 2P),
which accounts for the appearance of \ in Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 3.5. Let
h: D2_D2  L(C)
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be a doubly symmetric hereditary function which is positive on contractions.
There exist a Hilbert space E, an L(E)-valued spectral measure E on T and
a continuous function
G: T_D2  L(C, E)
such that G(:, } ) is analytic and symmetric on D2 for each : # T and, for all
*, + # D,
h(*, + )=|
T
&:(?(*), ?(+ )) G(:, +)* E(d:) G(:, *). (3.6)
The integral converges in norm, uniformly for *, + in any compact subset of
D2_D2.
Note. The integral in (3.6) is a Riemann-type integral. Corresponding
to any partition {=[{1 , ..., {N] of T into intervals and any choice }=
[}1 , ..., }N] with }j # {j , define the Riemann sum
S({, })= :
N
j=1
&}j (?(*), ?(+ )) G(}j , +)* E({j) G(}j , *). (3.7)
The assertion is that, for any =>0 and compact K/D2_D, there is a
partition {0 such that
&S({, })&h(*, + )&<=
for any refinement { of {0 , any choice of points, } j # {j and any (*, + ) # K.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 there exist a Hilbert space E, an analytic function
F : D2  L(C, E)
and a unitary operator L on E such that
h(*, + )=(1&+ 1 *1) F(+)* F(*)+(1&+ 2*2) F(+_)* F(*_)
and
L(F(*)&F(*_))=*1F(*)&*2 F(*_) (3.8)
for *, + # D2. Let the spectral decomposition of L be
L=|
T
:E(d:)
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and define G by
G(:, *)=
1
2 {
F(*)
*2&:
+
F(*_)
*1&:= . (3.9)
Then G is symmetric and analytic in *. We claim that the integral formula
(3.6) is valid.
Consider any symmetric compact subset K of D2 and let =>0. Let
M=sup
* # K
&F(*)&,
cj = inf
* # K, z # T
|*j&z|, j=1, 2,
c=min[c1 , c2]>0.
Then
&G(:, *)&
M
c
(3.10)
for all } # T and * # K, and
&G(}1 , *)&G(}2 , *)&
M
c2
|}1&}2 | (3.11)
for all * # K and }1 , }2 # T.
Consider a partition {={1 _ } } } _ {N of T, where {j is an interval of
length $j less than $>0, and let }j # {j , 1 jN. Let Fj (*)=E({j) F(*) for
* # D2. Since N1 E({j)=1, we have
h(*, + )=:
j
[(1&+ 1*1) F(+)* E({j) F(*)
+(1&+ 2*2) F(+_)* E({j) F(*_)]
=:
j
[(1&+ 1*1) Fj (+)* F j (*)
+(1&+ 2*2) Fj (+_)* Fj (*_)]. (3.12)
Since L commutes with E({j), we can multiply through by E({j) in (3.8) to
give
Lj (Fj (*)&Fj (*_))=*1F j (*)&*2Fj (*_)
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where Lj=LE({j). Now &Lj&}jE({j)&<$ j ; write
Lj=Lj&}jE({j)+} jE({j)
to get
(*1&}j) F j (*)&(*2&}j) Fj (*_)=(Lj&}jE({j))(Fj (*)&F j (*_))
and so
&(*1&}j) F j (*)&(*2&}j) Fj (*_)&<2M$ j . (3.13)
Multiply (3.9) by E({j) to obtain
E({j) G(}j , *)=
1
2 {
F j (*)
*2&}j
+
F j (*_)
*1&}j= .
Now
Fj (*)
*2&}j
=E({ j) G(} j , *)+
1
2 {
F j (*)
*2&:j
&
Fj (*_)
*1&:j = ,
and so
Fj (*)=(*2&}j) E({ j) G(} j , *)+Aj (*)
where
Aj (*)=
1
2(*1&} j)
[(*1&}j) Fj (*)&(*2&} j) F j (*_)],
so that, by (3.13),
&Aj (*)&<
M$j
c
(3.14)
for * # K. Similarly,
Fj (*_)=(*1&} j) G(} j , *)+Bj (*),
where
Bj (*)=&
1
2(*2&}j)
[(*1&}j) Fj (*)&(*2&} j) Fj (*_)],
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so that
&Bj (*)&
M$j
c
(3.15)
for * # K. Substituting these expressions into (3.12) we obtain
h(*, + )=:
j
[(1&+ 1*1)[(+ 2&} j) G(}j , +)*+Aj (+)*] E({j)
_[(*2&}j) G(}j , *)+Aj (*)]+(1&+ 2 *2)[(+ 1&} j)
_G(}j , +)*+Bj (+)*] E({j)[(*1&} j) G(} j , *)+Bj (*)]]
=H1+H2+H3+H4+H5+H6 ,
where
H1 =:
j
[(1&+ 1 *1)(+ 2&} j)(*2&}j)]+(1&+ 2 *2)(+ 1&} 1)(*1&}j)
_G(}j , +)* E({j) G(}j , *),
H2=(1&+ 1*1) :
j
Aj (+)* (*2&}j) E({j) G(}j , *),
H3=(1&+ 1*1) :
j
(+ 2&} j) G(}j , +)* E({ j) Aj (*),
H4=(1&+ 2*2) :
j
Bj (+)* (*1&}j) E({j) G(} j , *),
H5=(1&+ 2*2) :
j
(+ 1&} 1) G(} j , +)* E({j) Bj (*),
H6=(1&+ 1*1) :
j
Aj (+)* Aj (*)+(1&+ 2*2) :
j
Bj (+)* Bj (*).
We have
H1=:
j
&}j (?(*), ?(+ )) G(} j , +)* E({j) G(} j , *)=S({, }),
the Riemann sum in (3.7). We shall show that H2 to H6 are arbitrarily
small in operator norm, uniformly for *, + # K, for { fine enough. Write
(*2&}1) E({1) G(}1 , *)
H2=(1&+ 1*1)[A1(+)* } } } AN(+)*] _ } } } & .(*2&}N) E({N) G(}N , *)
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The Aj (+) have pairwise orthogonal ranges, and so by virtue of (3.14) we
have
&[A1(+)* } } } AN(+)*]&[7j &Aj (+)&2]12{7j M
2
c2
$2j =
12

M
c
[$7$ j]12- (2?)
M
c
$12
3M
c
$12.
Observe that
E({1) G(}1 , *)
C =def _ } } } &=G(}1 , *)+E({2 _ } } } _ {N)E({N) G(}N , *)
_(G(}2 , *)&G(}1 , *))+E({3 _ } } } _ {N)
_(G(}3 , *)&G(}2 , *))+ } } }
and so
&C&&G(}1 , *)&+&G(}2 , *)&G(}1 , *)&+ } } }
+&G(}N&1 , *)&G(}N , *)&.
By virtue of (3.11) and (3.10) it follows that
&C&
M
c
+
M
c2
( |}2&}1 |+ } } } +|}N&;N&1 | )

M
c2
(c+2?).
Thus
&H2&2
3M
c
$12 2
M
c2
(c+2?)=
12M 2(c+2?)
c3
$12
for any *, + # K. The same bound holds for H3 , H4 , and H5 , and by the
same reasoning. From (3.14) and (3.15) we have
&H6&4
M2
c2
7 j$2j 8?
M2
c2
$.
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Hence, for any partition { of norm $, any choice of }j # {j and any *, + # K
we have
&h(*, + )&S({, })& :
6
i=2
&Hi&
48M2(c+2?)
c3
$12+
8?M2
c2
$.
That is, the integral (3.6) converges in the operator norm, uniformly for *,
+ in any compact subset of D2, and its limit is h(*, + ). K
4. A VON NEUMANN INEQUALITY FOR 1
We shall prove the implication (1) O (2) in the Main Theorem: we
assume that (S, P) is a commuting pair such that _(S, P)/1 and
\(:S, :2P)0 whenever |:|<1,
and we shall show that 1 is a complete spectral set for (S, P). Accordingly,
consider any m_n polynomial g such that &g(z)&1 for all z # 1. Then
g b ? is a matrix polynomial whose value at any point of the closed bidisc
is a matrix of norm at most 1. By the Commutant Lifting Theorem, for any
pair T=(T1 , T2) of commuting contractions, we have
&g b ?(T )&1.
Define a hereditary Mn(C)-valued polynomial h by
h(*, + )=1& g b ?(+)* g b ?(*).
For T as above we have
h(T )=1& g(T1+T2 , T1 T2)* g(T1+T2 , T1 T2)0.
Thus h is positive on contractions. It is also clearly doubly symmetric, and
so we may invoke Theorem 3.5 to give an integral representation of h.
There exist a Hilbert space E, an L(E)-valued spectral measure E on T
and a continuous function
G: T_D2  L(Cn, E)
such that G is analytic and symmetric in its second variable and, for all
*, + # D2,
1& g b ?(+)* g b ?(*)=|
T
&:(?(*), ?(+ )) G(:, +)* E(d:) G(:, *). (4.1)
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Since G(:, } ) is symmetric on D2 we may write
G(:, *)=F(:, ?(*))
for some continuous function
F : T_10  L(Cn, E)
analytic in its second variable on 10 (recall 10=?(D2)). Write x=?(*),
y=?(+) in (4.1) to obtain, for all x, y # 10 ,
1& g( y)* g(x)=|
T
&:(x, y ) F(:, y)* E(d:) F(:, x). (4.2)
Both sides of this equation are hereditary functions on 10 : we would like
to apply them to the commuting pair X=(S, P), but we have only
assumed that _(X)/1, and so must first perturb the pair slightly. Fix r in
(0, 1) and let Xr=(rS, r2P). We claim that _(Xr)/10 . Indeed, suppose a
point (*1+*2 , *1*2)  10 , say |*1 |1. Then
(r&1(*1+*2), r&2*1*2)=?(r&1*1 , r&1*2)  1
since |r&1*1 |>1. Since further _(X)/1, there exist operators A, B in the
closed algebra generated by S, P such that
(r&1(*1+*2)&S) A+(r&2*1*2&P) B=1.
It follows that (*1+*2 , *1*2)  _(Xr), as required. Apply both sides of (4.2)
to Xr . By consideration of approximating Riemann sums we obtain
1& g(Xr)* g(Xr)=|
T
&:(Xr)F(:, Xr)* E(d:) F(:, Xr). (4.3)
Now for any : # T we have
&:(Xr)=&:(rS, r2P)
=2(1&r4P*P)+:(r3P*S&rS*)+: (r3S*P&rS)
=\(:rS, :2r2P)
0,
by assumption, since :r # D. A typical term in an approximating Riemann
sum for the integral in (4.3) is
&}(Xr)F(}, Xr)* E({) F(}, Xr)
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which is clearly positive. Hence 1& g(Xr)* g(Xr)0. That is,
&g(rS, r2P)&1.
Since g is a polynomial we may let r  1 to obtain
&g(S, P)&1.
Thus 1 is a complete spectral set for (S, P), as claimed, and so (1) O (2)
in the Main Theorem. K
5. AN APPLICATION TO SPECTRAL INTERPOLATION
The spectral NevanlinnaPick problem (which we mentioned in the
Introduction in connection with robust stabilization) is closely related to
analytic interpolation from D into 1. By the NevanlinnaPick problem for
1 we mean the following.
Given *1 , ..., *n distinct in D and points (s1 , p1), ..., (sn , pn) in 1, determine
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an analytic function
.: D  1 such that .(*j)=(s j , pj), 1 jn. When such a function does
exist, construct one.
On the face of it this is a modest modification of the classical problem
solved by Pick [9] in 1917. Nevertheless we believe it remains unsolved,
even though many other refinements of Pick’s result are known. We shall
derive a necessary condition for the existence of such a .. Pick’s theorem
can be deduced from the standard Commutant Lifting Theorem [6]; we
shall apply the analogous result for 1.
We associate with the data *1 , ..., *n and (s1 , p1), ..., (sn , pn) a pair of
commuting operators on a subspace of the Hardy space H2 of the unit disc.
Let k denote the Szego kernel, the reproducing kernel of H 2,
k*(z)=k(z, *)=(1&* z)&1
for *, z # D. Let
M=span[k*1 , ..., k*n]/H
2.
For any z1 , ..., zn # C define T(z1 , ..., zn) # L(M) by
T(z1 , ..., zn) k*j=z jk*j , 1 jn.
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In particular, write
4=T(*1 , ..., *n), S=T(s1 , ..., sn), P=T( p1 , ..., pn).
Then 4, S, P are commuting operators on M.
Lemma 5.1. Let *1 , ..., *n # D, (s1 , p1), ..., (sn , pn) # 1 be such that there
exists an analytic function .: D  1 satisfying .(*j)=(s j , pj), 1 jn.
Then 1 is a complete spectral set for (S, P).
Proof. Observe that, for any scalar polynomial f in two variables, say
f (s, p)=7rtcrt srpt, if we define f 6 by f 6(s, p)= f (s , p )&,
f (S, P) k*j =7crtS
rPtk*j=7crt s
r
j p
t
j k*j
=f (s j , p j) k*j= f
6(s j , pj)& k*j
=( f 6 b .)(*j)& k*j
=( f 6 b .)(4) k*j .
Hence, if f =[ fij ] is an m_r matrix polynomial and * # [*1 , ..., *n],
0
b f1 j (S, P) k* ( f 61 j b .)(4) k*
f (S, P) _k*&=_b &=_b &b fmj (S, P) k* f 6mj b .(4) k*
0
0
}
= f 6 b .(4) _k*& .}
0
Thus
f (S, P)= f 6 b .(4).
4 is just the restriction to M of the backward shift operator on H2, and
hence is a contraction. By von Neumann’s inequality
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& f (S, P)&=& f 6 b .(*)&sup
z # D
& f 6 b .(z)&
sup
w # 1
& f 6(w)&=sup
w # 1
& f (w)&.
That is, 1 is a complete spectral set for (S, P). K
Theorem 5.2. Let *1 , ..., *n # D, (s1 , p1), ..., (sn , pn) # 1 be such that there
exists an analytic function .: D  1 satisfying .(*j)=(s j , pj), 1 jn.
Then, for all : # T and 0r1,
_2(1&r
4p i pj)&: (rs i&r3p i sj)&:(rsj&r3s i pj)
1&* i*j &
n
i, j=1
0. (5.1)
Proof. By the preceding lemma, 1 is a complete spectral set for (S, P).
By Theorem 1.2, for any : # T and 0r<1,
\(: rS, : 2r2P)0
as an operator on M. Since k*1 , ..., k*n is a basis for M, this is the same as
saying
[(\(: rS, : 2r2P) k*i , k*j)]
n
i, j=10.
which expands to give (5.1). By continuity, the inequality remains valid for
r=1. K
One might speculate as to whether the parameter r in (5.1) contributes
anything. By taking r=1 we get the formally weaker necessary condition
for the existence of .: for all : # T
_2(1& p i pj)&: (s i& p i sj)&:(sj&s i pj)1&* i* j &
n
i, j=1
0.
It is conceivable that this system of inequalities might be equivalent to the
formally stronger statement of Theorem 5.2, but in fact it is not so: consider
the case that n=1 and | p1 |=1. The latter system becomes
&2Re[:(s1&s 1)]0, all : # T,
which is true if and only if s1 # R. However, (5.1) gives
|rs1&r3s 1 |1&r4, 0<r1,
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from which we can deduce s1 # R and
|s1 |r+
1
r
, 0<r<1,
whence |s1 |2.
We leave open the question: is the converse of Theorem 5.2 true?
The spectral NevanlinnaPick problem [3], specialized to 2_2 matrices
is as follows.
Given distinct points *1 , ..., *n # D and arbitrary 2_2 matrices W1 , ..., Wn ,
determine whether there exists an analytic function
F: D  M2(C)
such that F(*j)=Wj , 1 jn, and
_(F(*))/clos D for all * # D. (5.2)
A number of ingenious examples in [3] show that this is a question of
surprising subtlety. The foregoing results provide a new type of necessary
condition, which may lead to fresh insights into this much-studied problem.
Theorem 5.3. Let *1 , ..., *n be distinct in D and let W1 , ..., Wn # M2(C)
be such that there exists an analytic function F: D  M2(C) satisfying
F(*j)=Wj , 1 jn,
and
_(F(*))/clos D for all * # D.
Then, for all : # T and 0r1,
_2(1&r
4p i pj)&: (rs i&r3p i sj)&:(rsj&r3s i pj)
1&* i*j &
n
i, j=1
0.
where si=trace(Wi), pi=det(Wi), 1in.
Proof. Observe that the eigenvalues of a 2_2 matrix W lie in clos D
if and only if the zeros of the quadratic *2&trace(W) *+det(W) lie in clos
D, which is so if and only if (trace(W), det(W)) # 1. Thus, if F as described
exists, then we may define an analytic function .: D  1 by
.(*)=(trace(F(*)), det(F(*))).
This function satisfies .(*i)=(s i , pi), 1in. We may therefore invoke
Theorem 5.2 to give the desired system of inequalities. K
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